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v: set ofs (2.9v = (a, b, 23)

E: set of es (e.g., E = ((9.23, (b,233)

CUH,Etis a Tegraph of
G = CVaket

*graph: no tef-Loop) and has at most one edge
between each pair of vertices.

#igraph: no loop and has edges

#edgraph: edges have directions (e.g., E= (19.c, (6,43

instead of E = 33a,c3, 36, 233).

Examples of graphs:
- complete graph: a simple graph in which every pair of vertices

is adjacent.
- bipartite graph: V = UAV VB, VA MVB = 0, every edge is

between a vertex in VA and a vertex in UB.



Notions (not completely standardized):

Walk: a sequence of Vertices V., Vc, . .

., Vt where Vi,Vith

are adjacent for i = 1.2, ...,--1.

#i) walk with no repeating edge.

#

th walk with no repeating vertex (hence no repeating edge).
Path 2 Trail I Walk

#

walk: walk with identical start and end vertices, i.e., V, = Ut.

I

nit: closed walk with no repeating edge.->

#e: closed walk with no repeating vertex except the start and

end vertices.

Cycle = Circuit & Closed Walk

-

eted: a graph is connected t there exists a path between every--

pair of distinct vertices. ("existence of a path" is an equivalence

relation, the induced equivalence classes are called connected components)

tree: degcry is the number of edges "connected" to the vertex V.

#

trail cake. Enter path): trail covering all edges in a graph.

#circuit Laka. Euler cycle): circuit covering all edges in a graph.



#ianpath: path going through all vertices ↑

#niancycle Caka, Hamiltonian circuit): cycle going through all vertices.

-

Theorem: for a connected graph G,

1. G contains an Enter circuit if and only if all vertices of G
have even degrees;

2. G contains an Euler trail if and only if exactly two vertices

of G have odd degrees.

#

hakingTheorem: let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph.

Then, 2IE1= ErdegCr).



-

trail

G= (V, E)

Let VCU and wer be the two vertices in G with odd

degrees.We can construct an Euler trail in G by the

three following steps.

Step 1: Add an edge [v,w3 to G and make it into

a new graph G = 1V'E') where IV and

#=Ev99v,w33.

Step 2: For every vertex in V that is not rorw, its

degree in G'equals its degree in G. The degrees

of U and win G is one more than their

degrees in G due to the addition of the edge [r.w3.

Therefore, every vertex in Ghas an even degree,
which, by the Euler theorem, implies that there

exists an Euler circuit in G'

Step 3: Since an Euler circuit uses all edges in G', somewhere

in the circuit is..... Imy.... Breaking:.....

open the circuit in between v and we creates a trail

v-...-W. This trail is an Enter trail in the original
graph 4 since it uses all edges in E'-rw33 = E.



Let Vodd = EVCV:deger) is odds

and Veven= GVtV: degir) is even's be the sets of

vertices with odd and even degrees, respectively.
The handshaking theorem states that

2 IEI = deg(v)
-

even = IvEvond degCu1] + [Eveven degCu]
-

even

Therefore, Irond degcu)] is even.

Suppose (Vodal = m is odd and let Vodd = GV,, ..., Um3.

Since degiris is odd for i =1,..., m, there exist integers

k, . . ..km such that deg(vi) = 2ki+1 for 1,..., M.

Then, road degius = degni) =zaRkit)=RKit
hadwhich is odd. This leads to a contradiction.

Hence, IVodd) is even.



every
=>-

same as i

·Make everypersonintoarter is an edge between the two

corresponding vertices

This creates a simple graph. Then, the otherpeople

#on knows is equal to the degree of the corresponding Vertex.
-

Proof by contradiction: Suppose G = (V,E) is a simple graph
with IV) = n22 in which all vertices have distinct degrees.
Since there are a vertices and for every veU. ozdegar) =n+1,
the degrees of vertices in G are:in. This implies

n possibilities

there exist v, WEU such that degcr) = 0, degens= n-1.
However, degcr = 0 implies that [riw3AE,

deg1w) = n -1 implies that dr,WBEE,

which is a contradiction.

Therefore, there must be two vertices with the same degree.
&There are two people who know the same number of other people at the

party.
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19) To tell whether a graph is bipartite, one can perform the following
procedure:

1. Pick an arbitrary vertex and label it by '0'
2.For every vertex labelled 'O' label all its neighbors by 'l'
3. For every vertex labelled 'I', label all its neighbors by 10'
4.If there is a conflict in the labelling, i.e., a vertex is

labelled by both '0' and stop the procedure. The

#not bipartite.
5.Go back to step 2 unless all vertices have been labelled.

6.Eis bipartite



Let UA = GVtU: U has label '0'3

VB = EVCV: r has label (13

Then, VA and UB is the partition corresponding to the

·

"hipoigreeora
Answer: Yes.

(b) Since there are exactly 2 vertices (b and c) with odd

degrees, the Enter theorem states that the graph contains

an Euler trail.

An Euler trail is: b-a-c-d-b-e-C.
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Let V = SV, .... Un3.

(a) (i) The answer is n-1.

Justification:

#
I: show that there exists a graph with vertices V and (n-1)

edges that is connected.

Let E = [30,.U23, dV1, V33, . . ., [Un, Un-3, 9V., Un33 (i.e.,
we add an edge between V, and each of U2, Vs, .... Un). Then,

9.IV, E) is connected since Fiz92, ... n3, V-Vi is a

path between V, and Vi, and Fith2, ..., n3, fjth2, ..., n3



such that its, Vi-V,-V; is a path between Vi and Vj.

Moreover, IE) = 1-1. This completes Step 1.

#2: show that a connected graph with a vertices cannot

have fewer than (n-1) edges for all n32

We show this by induction.

⑭Step: When n = 2
,
a connected graph with a vertices

has at least I edge.

#

e step: assume that the statement holds when
n = k, i.e.,

inquiredgraphwiththeverticescannothavefewerthanaction.
Suppose that there exists a connected graph G = (5,E) with

15) = 1+1, IE)K. Then, for every vEW, deglus =1 since

&

will not be connected if some ver has degree o

Moreover, by the handshaking theorem, Frdegi = 21EK < 2K,
and thus there exists a vertex vz with deg(r) = 1.

~ having degree I implies that there is a single edge
3 ,wBEE with some wet that is incident with V

Now, let G = ( -9V3, E-seviw33) be the graph formed
=

by removing thevertex V and the edge grews from E. G

has a vertices and fewer than (K-1) edges. Moreover, E is



connected since v is not in the path of any pair of vertices

other than v itself. This contradicts the induction hypothesis.

Therefore, by mathematical induction, we conclude that for all 22,

a connected graph with a vertices cannot have fewer than (n-1

edges. Hence, in-1) is the minimum number of edges required for a

graph with a vertices to be connected.

(a)(ii) The answer is no

Justification:

#I: show that there exists a graph with vertices V and hedges
that has a Hamiltonian cycle.

Let E = GdV,, 023.SU2, V3, ..., <Un-. Umb, 9Un, Vi3. Then,

v -Uz-Us..... Un--Un-V, is a Hamiltonian cycle in G = (U.E) and

IE) = 1.

#I: show that a graph with a vertices which has a Hamiltonian

cycle cannot have fewer than n edges.
A Hamiltonian cycle enters every vertex in the graph exactly once
and exits every vertex in the graph exactly once. Therefore,
in order for a Hamiltonian cycle to exist, deg() 12 for
every vertex v in the graph.



For a graph with a vertices which contains a Hamiltonian

cycle, by the handshaking theorem:

21 E1= rdegi =E2 = 21V1 = 2n

=>IE) =1.

Therefore, we have proved that a graph with a vertices

which contains a Hamiltonian cycle cannot have fewer
than n edges. Hence, the minimum number of edges
required for a graph with a vertices to have a

Hamiltonian cycle is U.

(a) (iii) The answer is 0. This corresponds to a graph
with no edge, i.e. G= (V, P).

(b)(i) Since exactly two vertices have odd degree
↓

degrees, there exists an Euler trail by 3 2

the Euler theorem. An Euler trail is

a-f-b-c-a-d-c-e-d-f-e. The 4
answer is yes.

4

(b) (ii) The answer is yes. A Hamiltonian
3 4

path is a -f-e-d-c-b.



(b)(iii) Since not all vertices have even degrees, there is no

Enter circuit by the Enter theorem. The answer is

NO,

(b) (iv) The answer is yes. A Hamiltonian cycle is

b-c-a-d-e-f-b.



#isomorphism
Let G = (U, E), G= IV'E'l be two graphs. An

Emorphism
between 4 and Gis a bijection 4:te

FuzV, fwzU. (9n.w3zE) z- (acu), aLWBEE).
It corresponds to a relabelling of vertices of that

preserves adjacency.
Gand G' are isomorphic - an isomorphism exists between

G and GI

Therefore, if <= V-V' is an isomorphism between G = (V. E)
and G= CV, E'll, then

fueU, degglu) = degg ((u),
↑ ↑

degree of degree of (i)
in G in G1

that is, an isomorphism preserves the degrees of vertices

up to a rearrangement (i.e.,preserves the degree sequence

after sorting).
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4 3 < degree 3 4
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Degree sequence of x = 4.4, 4, 3, 3.2.2.

Degree sequence of
4: 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3. 2.

Xand Y cannot be isomorphic because

their degree sequences are different.



A graph isomorphism also preserves many other structures, e.g.,

- complete subgraphs (cliqnes)
-

cycles of certain lengths
- paths of certain lengths

↑

contains no "3-cycle Contains a 3-cycle 1-6-5-1

Not isomorphic despite having identical degree sequences!



Are G and Hisomorphic?

The degree sequences of G and H are identical.

The trick is to recognize the following structure (i.e.,

two 3-cycles connected with an edge):

If c: V - V is an isomorphism between 4 and H, then

it needs to preserve this structure.



We tentatively construct a function 4: V-V' and then

check if it is indeed an isomorphism between G and H.

#1: matching the edge connecting 3-cycles.

Let x (U) = V2, x (Ug) = Vo

#2: matching one of the 3-cycles.

Let x (Uz) = V., <(Us) = Vs.



#p3: matching the remaining 3-cycle. Since there is a th between

U) and Us with length), there needs to bea ath
between 4(UK) and C (Us) = Us with length 2. Similarly,
Since there is a bath between US and U2 with length 2,

there needs to be a th between 2 (Us) and CLUz) = V.

with length 2.

Let c (U) = v5, 9(Us) = Us, x (UK) = U4, C(Us) = 08.

In
summary, C(UI) = Un, < (45) = Us,

& ((z) = U, C(Us) = V
,

C(Us) = vs, < (Us) = U5,

x (Up) = U4, < (Us) = V6.

We check whether a is an isomorphism between G and H.



The colors match the edges in G and H.

Therefore, a is an isomorphism between G and H and

hence G and I are isomorphic.


